Enacting translation and translanguaging
collaboratively between teachers and learners for
knowledge building

AHHHHH! We did it!!!!!! What a
sense of accomplishment!!!!!

Yes! I somehow feel this is a
translanguaging moment for
me. So great!!!!

Dr Julie Choi and Kailin Liu

EXAMPLES OF TRANSLATION AND TRANSLANGUAGING
Chinese background learners’ translation practices

Translate new words

Highlight, underline, translate new words, clarify concepts and grammar

YEAR 10 EAL CLASSROOM

MASTER’S LEVEL STUDENT’S NOTES

Year 10 Chinese EAL learner
Learning new vocabulary
English words
and Chinese
translations

English
words and
English
definitions
Mixture of
Eng-Chi &
Eng-Eng

安排: Looks up the word
‘arrange’ in Chinese just in case

Disposal: Finds a word in
English ‘distribute’, crosses it
out, finds a more suitable
word ‘arrange’

WHAT IS TRANSLATION AND TRANSLANGUAGING?
Translation

Translanguaging

Language
as separate systems

Language as
social practice
(one repertoire)

Same meaning?

Language Code B

Language Code A

Meaning diversifies
Process of translation

(linguistic, cultural, social resources and knowledges etc.)

[Chinese background] Student samples of ‘besides’
Sample 1
It can be regarded as TBLT where the teacher lays the foundation for students, allows students to ‘grow’
their ability, and builds strategy into the language (Nunan, 2004). Besides, a performance-referenced task is
also involved in this lesson plan, the Action Game. The game is designed to enhance students’ understanding
of the present progressive tense and the -ing verb form through physical engagement.
Sample 2
To begin with, I employ L1 (Chinese) to develop their interlanguage by consulting the dictionary (Harmer,
2007). Besides, in building rhetorical schemata, students have to experience and analyze how the sentences
are structured in texts and revise the presentation checklist many times to guarantee the validity.
Sample 3
Not surprisingly, students tend to pronounce words or phrases instead of sentences they have no confidence
in applying. Besides, similar sentence structures and simple vocabularies could be suitable for beginners to
repeat and elicit students' response, reduce their hesitance and enhance their engagement.
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WHAT IS COLLABORATIVE DIALOGUE?
Collaborative dialogue is ‘dialogue in which speakers
are engaged in problem solving and knowledge
building’ (Swain, 2000).

There are two patterns of interaction in collaborative
dialogue that afford more opportunities for L2
learning (Storch, 2002).
‘Expert-Novice’ interaction
•
•

Expert helps novice to learn
One-way scaffolded support
through questions, explanation
etc.

Patterns remain fairly stable

‘Collaborative’ interaction
•
•
•

Mutual assistance
Equal involvement
High levels of negotiation for
decision-making

HOW OUR COLLABORATIVE DIALOGUE UNFOLDED

④

③

①
Mutual
assistance

ExpertNovice

Translation
Translang-uaging

Collaborative
Orientation

②

① EXPERT-NOVICE INTERACTION

Is it that something must come right
after Besides and before comma?
Ask for
confirmation and
explanation

No, you can say “Besides, I’m not happy.”

So what’s the difference between
Besides and In addition?
Here is a context for Besides: “Why didn’t
you tell me?” “I didn’t because I thought
you were angry. Besides, I wasn’t sure
myself.” I use Besides to introduce an
additional explanation to the previous
meaning.

Mutual
assistance

ExpertNovice

Translation
Translan-guaging

Collaborative
Orientation

One-way scaffolded assistance:
Reject hypothesis
Offer examples
and explanation

② COLLABORATIVE ORIENTATION
Mutual
assistance

ExpertNovice

Translation
Translan-guaging

Collaborative
Orientation

So… “Julie is a great researcher. Besides,
she is an amazing teacher.” Does it work?

Test hypothesis

No, um, but let’s think about it context. If
someone say, “Why is Julie nominated for
that award?” Then the Besides would make
more sense to me.
What if there is no dialogue?
Umm. Let’s think about this together.

Reject my attempt
but validate the
example in context
Adopt a
collaborative
orientation

③ TRANSLATION AND TRANSLANGUAGING
Mutual
assistance

ExpertNovice

Translation
Translan-guaging

Collaborative
Orientation

Look at this one, found in a blog:
We save where we can and probably do so
more than other people. But we are not
obsessed with money. Besides, who doesn’t
love money?

I’m not sure what Besides means here.
I’m trying to think how I would say that in Chinese.

Try to find out the meaning of Besides, …

Offer examples

③ TRANSLATION AND TRANSLANGUAGING

We save where we can and probably do so
more than other people. But we are not
obsessed with money.

Additional point

ExpertNovice

Translation
Translan-guaging

Collaborative
Orientation

who doesn’t
love money?

Besides,

Learning strategies (leaving a blank)

ESE
IN CHIN

Linguistic and
register resources
in Chinese and
English
SE
CHINE

Mutual
assistance

We save money wherever possible and
probably save more than others. But we are
not [obsessed about] money.

?

who doesn’t
love money?

Oral mode
Sociolinguistic knowledge

IN

WE DO SAVE A
LOT, BUT WE ARE
NOT OBSESSED!

Zàishuō

WHO DOESN’T
LOVE
MONEY?!

Social
experiences
and histories

Additional point with
stronger emotion to justify

Emotions

Learning strategies
(imagining a social context)

Learning strategies (using
contextual cues to infer meaning)

④ MUTUAL ASSISTANCE
Let me make a sentence using my Chinese
version of Besides: “It’s not my job to ask if
everyone on my level have hot water issues.
Besides, we have this thing called COVID and I
need to keep minimal contact with people.”

Mutual
assistance

ExpertNovice

Translation
Translan-guaging

Collaborative
Orientation

Reverse the role of
knowledge holder

This is perfect. What’s the Chinese word?
It’s a spoken word zài shuō.

Translang
uaging

None of us
can know
everything
about a lan
guage.

Do you think this makes sense to you?

Zàishuō,
lìngwài,

what does
it even mea
n
to ‘know’ a
language?

I think so!
Leaving a blank and
substitute alternatives
to examine meaning

IF WE WANT TO HELP STUDENTS EXPAND THEIR MEANINGMAKING CAPACITIES, AS TEACHERS, WE NEED TO…
Adopt a dialogic stance: Shift the power relations

Mutual
assistance

ExpertNovice

Translation
Translang-uaging

Collaborative
Orientation

IF WE WANT TO HELP STUDENTS EXPAND THEIR MEANINGMAKING PROCESS, AS TEACHERS, WE NEED TO…
1. Don’t leave translation practices just for students to do – get involved
2. Move beyond A-B and focus on the meaning-making process
Our meaning-focused
translation and translanguaging
strategies:
1. Leaving a blank and substitute
alternatives to examine
meaning
2. Imagining a social context for
expression
3. Examining social contexts to
infer and differentiate meaning

BRAINSTORM PEDAGOGICAL PRACTICES
How can we as teachers get more involved in learners’ process of translation and translanguaging
and work on meaning with them?

Ask for the translation of
specific words from other
home language speakers

Check and/or confirm the
meaning of unfamiliar
words using a bilingual
dictionary

Invite students to a) leave
blanks for unfamiliar words,
use contextual cues to infer
meaning b) discuss their
choice of translation using
contextual cues

Use home language
resources such as bilingual
dictionaries to improve
range and clarity of
expression

Invite students to leave a
blank and substitute various
home language/English
expressions to examine
nuances

Compare connotations of
synonyms and antonyms in
English and home language,
referring to a dictionary or
thesaurus in each language

Invite students to write out
example sentences and
offer social contexts where
synonyms/antonyms are
used

PEDAGOGICAL PRACTICES FROM OTHER STUDIES…
Research

Pedagogical Practices

Value

L1 Required
by Teacher?

Pacheco
et al.
(2015)

• Translate linguistically and culturally rich texts (English to L1s)
• Deepen the understanding of
• Compare, discuss, and connect translation with themes,
texts
characters etc.

No

Kiernan
et al.
(2016)

• Individual translation (e.g., L1s to English)
• Comparative analysis in group
• Individual narrative reflecting on the process

• Develop audience awareness,
cultural sensitivities and
metalinguistic knowledge

No

Ayash
(2020)

• Read about translation: Terms and strategies
• Apply translation strategies and write reflective
commentaries

• Develop complex view of
translation and strategies
• Build metalinguistic awareness
and agentive use of language

No

• Active participation,
meaningful and authentic
language expression

No

Slaughter
•
et al.
(2020)

Collaborative translation of key words/phrases for class use
with digital tools

*Note: Translation can be between English and students’ L1s, or between academic English and hallway/text-message English etc.
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THANK YOU!

